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'~· _H_Y_G __ I _E_N __ E _________ · --~~~~~~~~~~~ ______ H_a_r_m __ in __ L_o_u_d_N_o_i_se_s~\ 
THE sIMPLE L IF El back into it by pour- house to talk over. Laugh and grow fat, and 

, 

I 

My ! What a happy world 
this would be if we all 
followed Little Brother's 
example, and ate only simple 

meals at regular hours 1 

ing it from one vessel save the doctor's bills. Bring all the cheerful 
to an o t h er several things, the · pleasant things, the funny things 
times. This must be you come across, into the house. No family 
done because boiled is as healthy as it might be unless it is happy. 
water tastes "fiat." Hygiene deals with the causes and prevention 
It is not unhealthful, of disease in their relation to the preservation 
but people care so of health. In this sense hygiene has well been 
little for it that they named preventive medicine, since it seeks to 
will not drink enough. anticipate the work of the physician by its 
Water in city reservoirs endeavour to remove the causes on which the 
is often purified, with diseases that affect mankind depend. 
chloride of lime or other The Authorities and Hygiene 
h arm 1 e s s chemicals. The advance of medical science especially 
(See Waterworks.) the progress which has been made in micro-

Heat is the next im· scopic research into the causes of diseasP.-e -
portant thing. You together with the spread of education, has 
do not want a hot tended powerfully to awaken national endeavour 
house. Hot-houses are in matters both of personal and public hygiene. 

useful for growing delicate plants. Hot dwelling Boards of Health have been established every
houses grow delicate people. The temperature where. One of the most important phases of 
of a house should be 68 or 70 degrees by a ther- their work is represented by the law which 
mometer hung in the middle of the THAT'S HOW TO SIT! makes compulsory the notification 
room. And it should be an even to the authorities of every case of 
temperature, not 85 for a little · · contagious q.isease which falls under 
while and then 60. the notice of the householder or 

Ventilation should be studied. medical attendant or both. 

• 

• 

Fireplaces are the best ventilators, The authorities, being early m- -
even when there is no fire in them, formed of the appearance ~f any 
for bad air is drawn up the chimney. ;\ cases of these . diseases, can take ~(, 
A window lowered from the top a .J-' ''t· prompt measures for their isolation 
few inches in cold weather lets fresh ~ · l and their removal, if need be, to the 
air in between the sashes, and the ·<, ( ~ hospital. The seaports, too, are now 
bad air out above. , narrowly watched by the health 

The time we need to be most When reading you should officers of these ports, and sus-
sit up nice and straight, 

careful about ventilation is in the like this. so many chit- picious cases of illness on vessels 
winter. On cold win~r evenings dren get all humped-up arriving in harbour are at once dealt 
all the family likes to sit in the cosy when they are reading. ·with. In this way the importation 
living-room. If the ventilation is poor, in an into this country of plague; cholera and other 
hour or two the oxygen supply in the room tropical diseases has been largely prevented. 
gets too low for comfort, and the quantity of In the domain of industrjal hygiene, too, 
carbon dioxide too high. · great strides have been AND THE TEETH 1 

Rest Your Nerves · made. Formerly the dust 
A house should be orderly, quiet, and cheer- and foul air of factories 

ful. Loud noises really hurt many ·people. were responsible for a 
Nerves need rest as well as bones and muscles, great number of serious 
brains, and stomachs. In cities, tramcars and diseases, but the measures 
railway trains, factory whistles and carts and taken by the authorities 
noisy crowds are always hammering at people's have been highly success
nerves. Homes are the· places to rest nerves. ful, and comparatively few 
So don't slam doors or scrape your chair legs instances of diseases of 
on the floor, or throw ·your shoes across the this nature are now re
room, or shout to someo_ne upstairs. You may corded. Similarly, cases 
yell on a farm, or at a football game where of lead and other poison
everyone is yelling. Very good people often ing in factories have also 
quarrel and cry about little things, because been greatly reduced. For 
their nerves are tormented all the time. Watch this care and watchfulness . 
t hese danger signals. Sick nerves t~ke a long on the part of the authori-
time to cure. ties, the whole community 

Finally, don't take all your troubles into the has reason to be thankful. 

. 
Dirty teeth are not only 
very disagreeable things 
to look at and to have 
-but they are a cause 

of disease. 
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